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Hardness Testing 

Hardness is a characteristic of a material, not a fundamental physical property. It is defined as the 

resistance to indentation, and it is determined by measuring the permanent depth of the 

indentation. More simply put, when using a fixed force (load) and a given indenter, the smaller 

the indentation, the harder the material. 

Hardness testing is used for two general characterizations 

 

1.Material Characteristics 

• Test to check material 

• Test hardenability 

• Test to confirm process  

• Can be used to predict Tensile strength 

 

2. Functionality 

• Test to confirm ability to function as designed. 

• Wear Resistance 

• Toughness 

• Resistance to impact 

 

Rockwell Hardness Testing 

 



The Rockwell hardness test method, as defined is the most commonly used hardness test 

method. You should obtain a copy of this standard, read and understand the standard completely 

before attempting a Rockwell test. 

The Rockwell test is generally easier to perform, and more accurate than other types of hardness 

testing methods. The Rockwell test method is used on all metals, except in condition where the 

test metal structure or surface conditions would introduce too much variations; where the 

indentations would be too large for the application; or where the sample size or sample shape 

prohibits its use.  

 

The Rockwell method measures the permanent depth of indentation produced by a force/load on 

an indenter. First, a preliminary test force (commonly referred to as preload or minor load) is 

applied to a sample using a diamond or ball indenter. This preload breaks through the surface to 

reduce the effects of surface finish. After holding the preliminary test force for a specified dwell 

time, the baseline depth of indentation is measured.  

 

After the preload, an additional load, call the major load, is added to reach the total required test 

load. This force is held for a predetermined amount of time (dwell time) to allow for elastic 

recovery. This major load is then released, returning to the preliminary load.  After holding the 

preliminary test force for a specified dwell time, the final depth of indentation is measured. The 

Rockwell hardness value is derived from the difference in the baseline and final depth 

measurements. This distance is converted to a hardness number. The  

Preliminary test loads (preloads) range from 3 kgf (used in the “Superficial” Rockwell scale) to 

10 kgf (used in the “Regular” Rockwell scale). Total test forces range from 15kgf to 150 kgf 

(superficial and regular) to 500 to 3000 kgf (macrohardness).  

 

 
 

 

Test Method Illustration 

A = Depth reached by indenter after application of preload (minor load)   

B = Position of indenter during Total load, Minor plus Major loads   

C = Final position reached by indenter after elastic recovery of sample material   

https://www.hardnesstesters.com/test-types
https://www.hardnesstesters.com/test-types


D = Distance measurement taken representing difference between preload and major load 

position. This distance is used to calculate the Rockwell Hardness Number. 

  

A variety of indenters may be used: conical diamond with a round tip for harder metals to ball 

indenters ranges with a diameter ranging from 1/16” to ½” for softer materials.  

 

When selecting a Rockwell scale, a general guide is to select the scale that specifies the largest 

load and the largest indenter possible without exceeding defined operation conditions and 

accounting for conditions that may influence the test result. These conditions include test 

specimens that are below the minimum thickness for the depth of indentation; a test impression 

that falls too close to the edge of the specimen or another impression; or testing on cylindrical 

specimens.preliminary test force is removed and the indenter is removed from the test specimen. 

https://www.hardnesstesters.com/products/hardness-testing-accessories/indenters
https://www.hardnesstesters.com/learningzone/guides-to-hardness-testing
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